YASCNA Agenda

Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10:04 am
12 Traditions – Eli
12 Concepts – Trent C.
Service Prayer – Sarah B.

Roll Call and GSR Reports
1. A New Light – Ray-GSR, avg=25, newcomers=2, donation=$40
2. Basic Text Study – Frank-gsr, avg=25, newcomers=5, donation=$67.05
3. Biscuits & Gravy – Mychelle-gsr, avg=40, newcomers=5, donation=$0
4. CandleLight – gsr-Sarah, avg=65, newcomers=14, donation=$23
5. Dopeless Hope Fiends – Eli-gsr, avg=about 45, newcomers=6, donation=$12
6. Gratitude Too – Jesse-gsr, avg=25, newcomers=1, donation=$12
7. Lunar Nooner – DJ-gsr, avg=20, newcomers=9, donation= $46
8. Lost & Found – Vince-gsr, avg=26, newcomers=10, donation=$8
9. The Sunset Group – aaron-gsr, avg=23, newcomers=2, donation= $93.89
10. We Do Recover- Brock-gsr, avg=35, newcomers=5, donation=$0
11. Girls Gone Clean- Barbara-gsr, avg=28, newcomers=14, donation=$49.20

Note: 11 of 11 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis- Nothing to report, area running smoothly
Vice Chair – Edward- WE STILL NEED PR CHAIR! Was not able to have pr meeting
RCM1 – Vickie- See attached report!
H & I – Johnny – Juvi is going well, we are fulfilling our commitment there. We are in the early stages of getting a panel to go into the Dom at the V.A.
PR – open
Activities – Michael- Flier is out for the next event- attached, all subcommittee positions filled, attempting a bowling event in april
Treasurer – Dominique-. (Preliminary Report)- start balance was $1,107.04
Literature – Dave- will make a new meeting list without progress not perfection. Took in $395.66, may need to place a second order but definitely next month! Thanks for your patience!
Secretary – Bailey- Deb filled in at area for me, thank you deb!
Break @ 10:26 Reconvened @ 10:40
Note: 11 of 11 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum- Barb: Q- was there discussion to participate in NACONA event? A- Yes, at the unity campout area meeting, contact info: Cory B (928)963-0702.
DJ: Q- wants to extend lunar noonar to PV on mon-wed-fri, but needs support because a lot of homegroup members can’t participate.
Trent: World service in October topics will be PR and outreach workshops- we do not have these subcommittees. Needed for our area, Wants to know if people are interested in CAR conference on feb 24th. GSR learning day, who is interested? Will ride share. 6 are interested.
Johnny, Mychelle, DJ, and Ray are willing to carpool!
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Old Business- Nothing
New Business- Tshirts? Edward: we owe $700-needs to know amount sold. $460 paid today, balance owed is $240.
Janet and Michael M. are now in charge of Tshirts!

End of Business
Treasurer’s Final Report- $191 lit sold outside of area last month, $460 in tshirts, $121 december activities event, $395.66 lit sold at area. Final balance is $2612.84
Close Meeting 1st Aaron 2nd Mychelle
Meeting adjourned @ 11:57 with 3rd Step Prayer.